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Abstract. The results on J/ψ pT spectra in 200 GeV p+p and Au+Au collisions at
STAR with pT in the range of 3-10 GeV/c are presented. Nuclear modification factor
of high-pT J/ψ is found to be consistent with no suppression in peripheral Au+Au
collisions and significantly smaller than unity in central Au+Au collisions. The J/ψ
elliptic flow is measured to be consistent with no flow at pT < 10 GeV/c in 20-60%
Au+Au collisions.
1. Introduction
J/ψ suppression in heavy-ion collisions due to color-screening of its constituent quarks
was proposed as the signature for the formation of quark-gluon plasma by T. Masui
and H. Satz 25 years ago [1]. But results from SPS and RHIC showed some other
effects such as cold nuclear matter (CNM) effect and recombination of charm quarks
may play an important role in the observed J/ψ suppression in relativistic heavy-ion
collisions [2, 3]. It is believed that high-pT J/ψ is less affected by CNM effect and
charm quark recombination effect, thus providing a cleaner probe to search for evidence
of color-screening effect in relativistic heavy-ion collisions [4, 5, 6]. STAR’s previous
measurements showed no suppression for high-pT J/ψ in Cu+Cu collisions at 200 GeV,
but with limited statistics [7]. And system size for Cu+Cu collisions may be too small.
The same measurement in Au+Au collisions with higher statistics is needed for better
understanding. On the other hand, the J/ψ collective flow measurement is crucial for
the test of charm quark recombination effect. It is also a clean probe to the charm quark
flow in case of coalescence hadronization.
The interpretation of J/ψ modification by the medium created in heavy-ion
collisions also requires understanding of the quarkonium production mechanism in
hadronic collisions, but no model at present fully explains the J/ψ systematic observed
in elementary collisions. The J/ψ spectrum measurement at intermediate and high-pT
range and high-pT J/ψ-hadron correlation measurement may provide additional insights
into the basic processes underlying quarkonium production.
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In this paper, we present the measurement of J/ψ pT spectra at mid-rapidity with
the STAR experiment in p+p and Au+Au collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV in RHIC year
2009 and 2010 high luminosity runs. We also present the measurement of J/ψ elliptic
flow v2 from low to high-pT range in 20-60% Au+Au collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV.
The high-pT J/ψ-hadron correlation in p+ p collisions has been discussed in Ref. [8].
2. Results and Discussions
The J/ψ reconstruction method is similar to what we used in year 2005 and year 2006
data [7, 9]. The integrated luminosity used for this analysis is 1.8 pb−1 (1.4 nb−1)
with transverse energy threshold ET > 2.6 (4.3) GeV in p + p (Au+Au ) collisions.
Since year 2009, STAR installed a large area Time-Of-Flight (TOF), consist of 72%
and 100% full barrel system at mid-rapidity (|η| < 0.9) in year 2009 and 2010 run
respectively. Including TOF in the analysis increases the signal-to-background ratio of
J/ψ and reduces the statistical uncertainties.
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Figure 1. J/ψ pT spectra in p+ p (left) and Au+Au (right) collisions.
The left panel of Fig. 1 shows the fully corrected J/ψ pT spectra in p+ p collisions
at
√
s = 200 GeV. STAR new measurements are consistent with previous STAR and
PHENIX measurements in the overlapping pT region. The solid line represents a Tsallis
statistics based Blast-Wave (TBW) model [10, 11] fit to all of the data points. The
dashed line and gray band depict theoretical calculations of NRQCD from color-coctet
(CO) and color-singlet (CS) transitions [12] and NNLO⋆ CS result [13] for direct J/ψ in
p + p collisions respectively. The CS+CO calculation leaves no room for feeddown
from ψ′, χc and B, estimated to be a factor of ∼ 0.5 of direct J/ψ. NNLO⋆ CS
predicts a steeper pT dependence. The dot-dashed line shows the calculation from
color evaporation model (CEM) for inclusive J/ψ, which can reasonably well explain
the pT spectra at pT > 1 GeV/c [14].
The right panel of Fig. 1 shows the fully corrected J/ψ pT spectra in Au+Au
collisions with different centralities. STAR and PHENIX measurements are consistent
with each other at the overlapped pT range. The solid lines present TBW fits to STAR
and PHENIX data points simultaneously with radial flow velocity β fixed to 0, which
can describe the data points very well. The dashed lines show the TBW predictions
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assuming J/ψ has the same radial flow and freeze-out condition as light hadrons, and
they are much harder than the measurements [10, 11]. These indicate 1) J/ψ has very
small (or 0) radial flow; and/or 2) there are significant contribution from charm quark
recombination at low pT .
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Figure 2. Left: J/ψ RAA vs. pT in 0-20% and 40-60% Au+Au collisions. Right:
RAA vs. Npart for low-pT , high-pT J/ψs and high-pT charged pion in Au+Au collisions.
The J/ψ nuclear modification factor RAA as a function of pT in Au+Au collisions at
different centralities measured by STAR at high pT are shown in the left panel of Fig. 2
and compared to PHENIX measurements at low pT [3]. There is a increasing trend from
low to high pT , maybe due to CNM or J/ψ formation time effect. The high-pT J/ψ RAA
is consistent with no suppression in 40-60% centrality, but systematically smaller than
unity in 0-20% centrality. The solid and dashed lines show two theoretical calculations
including both primordial J/ψ and statistical charm quark regeneration J/ψ [4, 5].
The high-pT (pT > 5 GeV/c) J/ψ RAA as a function of number of participants
(Npart) in Au+Au collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV are shown in the right panel of Fig. 2.
In peripheral collisions (20-60%), high-pT J/ψ has no suppression, consistent with STAR
previous measurements in Cu+Cu collisions at 200 GeV. In central collisions (0-20%),
high-pT J/ψ is significantly suppressed, which may be due to color-screening effect. The
RAA of low-pT (0 < pT < 5 GeV/c) J/ψ measured by PHENIX and high-pT (pT > 5
GeV/c) charged pion measured by STAR are also shown for comparison. The high-pT
J/ψ RAA is systematic higher than that for low-pT J/ψ, and has different trend from
high-pT charged pion.
For J/ψ elliptic flow v2 analysis [15], we use all of the available data because this
analysis does not need to correct for absolute normalization and efficiency. The event
planes are reconstructed by using charged particles at mid-rapidity measured by TPC.
The v2 results of inclusive charged hadrons using these event planes are consistent with
previous STAR measurement. J/ψ v2 as a function of pT in 20-60% Au+Au collisions
at
√
sNN = 200 GeV are shown in the left panel of Fig. 3, with the vertical lines (caps)
representing statistical (systematic) uncertainties, and the boxes depict uncertainties
from non-flow effect. J/ψ v2 is consistent with zero in all of the measured pT range within
uncertainties, and significantly lower than φ and inclusive charged hadron v2. Several
model calculations [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21] with slightly different centralities are shown in
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Figure 3. Left: v2 vs. pT for J/ψ, φ and charge hadrons in Au+Au collisions. Right:
J/ψ v2 vs. pT from model calculations, see text for detail.
the right panel of Fig. 3. The picture that J/ψ production is dominated by charm quark
recombination with significant charm quark flow is disfavored by STAR measurements,
but models can describe STAR measurements assuming that charm quark recombination
is dominant at low pT and primordial production is dominant at high pT .
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